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a b s t r a c t

A high resolution modeling study is undertaken, with a 2.5-dimensional nonhydrostatic model, of the
generation of internal waves induced by tidal motion over the ridges in Luzon Strait. The model is forced
by the barotropic tidal components K1, M2, and O1. These tidal components, along with the initial density
field, were extracted from data and models. As the barotropic tide moves over the Luzon Strait sills, there
is a conversion of barotropic tidal energy into baroclinic tidal energy. Depressions are generated that
propagate towards the Asian Seas International Acoustics Experiment (ASIAEX) test site on the Chinese
continental shelf. Nonlinear effects steepen the depressions, frequency and amplitude dispersion set
in, and disintegration into large amplitude solitary waves occurs. The effects of varying the initial density
field, tidal component magnitudes, as well as adding a steady background current to represent the occa-
sional excursions of the Kuroshio Current into the strait, are considered.

Depressions are generated at each of the two sills in Luzon Strait which radiate away, steepening and
evolving into internal solitary wave trains. Baroclinic fluxes of available potential energy, kinetic energy
and linear are calculated for various parameter combinations. The solitary wave trains produced in the
simulations generally consist of large amplitude wave trains alternating with small amplitude wave
trains. During strong tidal flow, Kelvin–Helmholtz type instabilities can develop over the taller double-
humped sill. The solitary waves propagating towards the ASIAEX test site have been observed to reach
amplitudes of 120–250 m, depending on the tidal strength. ASIAEX observations indicate amplitudes
up to 150 m and the Windy Island Experiment (WISE) measurements contain magnitudes over 200 m.
The model results yield solitary wave amplitudes of 70–300 m and half widths of 0.60–3.25 km, depend-
ing on parameter values. These are in the range of observations. Measurements by Klymak et al. (2006), in
the South China Sea, exhibit amplitudes of 170 m, half widths of 3 km and phase speeds of 2.9 ms�1.
Model predictions indicate that the solitary waves making up the wave packet each experience different
background currents with strong near surface shear.

The energy in the leading soliton of the large amplitude wave trains ranges between 1.8 and 9.0 GJm�1.
The smaller value, produced using barotropic tidal currents based on the Oregon State University data
base, is the same as the energy estimated to be in a solitary wave observed by Klymak et al. (2006). Esti-
mates of the conversion of barotropic tidal energy into radiating internal wave energy yield conversion
rates ranging between 3.6% and 8.3%.

Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction

In recent years satellite SAR measurements of several oceanic
areas have revealed the surface signatures of propagating internal
solitary-like waves (ISWs). These waves have been found to have
particularly large amplitudes and propagation speeds in the And-
aman and Sulu Seas around the Indonesian Archipelago (up to

90 m and 1.8 ms�1 respectively) Osborne and Burch, 1980, 1985.
Larger amplitude waves have been observed in the South China
Sea propagating away from Luzon Strait where waves with
amplitudes ranging from 100 to 170 m and wave induced currents
between 1.8 and 2.4 ms�1 have been observed (Liu et al., 1985,
2004,, 2006). Even larger waves were observed in the South China
Sea during the Windy Island Soliton Experiment (WISE) which
measured wave amplitudes of up to 250 m and phase speeds of
around 3.4 m s�1 Ramp, 2006. Recent studies and measurements
have shown that these ISWs exert a profound influence on the
acoustic transmission of signals in the 400–600 Hz range Zhou
et al., 1991, 2004,.
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Past numerical simulations of ISWs have included studies of
waves appearing in the Sulu Sea Liu et al., 1985,, shelf zones of Gui-
nea and Morocco Vlasenko, 1993, 1996, the Strait of Gibraltar
Brandt et al., 1996, and the Strait of Messina Brandt et al., 1996,
2003. The Strait of Messina model predictions were compared with
data Brandt et al., 1996, 2003, 2007, indicating that models can
accurately predict the generation and location of the solitary wave
trains. ISW generation in the Yellow Sea, including studies of the
effects of the waves on acoustic propagation, has also been simu-
lated Warn-Varnas, 2002, 2003, 2005, 2006. Numerical studies of
ISW generation by tidal flow over the ridges in Luzon Strait have
also been performed Niwa and Hibiya, 2004, 2002, 2007.

The recent large field experiment ASIAEX has generated much
interest in furthering our understanding of the generation and evo-
lution of the large amplitude solitary waves observed in the South
China Sea. Various analyses of the SAR surface signatures of the
moving waves, including their direction of propagation, and of
the time series of the current and temperature data at moorings
and CTD casts, have led to the conclusion that these waves are lar-
gely generated by the barotropic tide moving over the large sills in
Luzon Strait between Taiwan and Mindanao, and on the slope re-
gion of the northern boundary of the South China Sea (SCS).
Depressions are generated at the Luzon Strait sills which propagate
towards the ASIAEX test site on the Chinese continental shelf. Non-
linear effects steepen these depressions until they become disper-
sive and they disintegrate into ISWs of large amplitude. Zhao and
Alford (2006) related the ISWs observed near Dongsha Island to
tidal currents passing through Luzon Strait, finding that westward
flow through the strait was responsible for the generation of ISW
packets.

In this paper we model the ISW generation process associated
with tidal flow through Luzon Strait. An idealized 2.5D model is
used with topography, tidal forcing and stratification based on
observations. The use of a 2.5D model makes it feasible to perform
high resolution simulations to accurately simulate the generation
of ISW trains. The sensitivity of the results to the initial density
profile, the amplitudes and phases of the various tidal components,
and to an imposed background current that represents the influ-
ence of Kuroshio excursions into the SCS through Luzon Strait, is
explored.

Section 2 describes the model and the simulation setups. In Sec-
tion 3 the wave generation process is described and discussed, first
as to the general characteristics of the generation and propagation
processes as revealed by the numerical results, and then as to the
effects of imposed background flow and parameter variations. Sec-
tion 4 contains dispersion analysis, Section 5 comparison with
measurements and analytical solutions, and conclusions are pre-
sented in Section 6.

2. Model

2.1. Equations

A 2.5-dimensional fully nonhydrostatic model is used for simu-
lating the generation and propagation of internal solitary waves
Lamb, 1994. Flow in the along ridge y-direction is included but
the flow is independent of y, hence the designation ‘‘2.5-dimen-
sional”. The model uses the rigid-lid, traditional f-plane, Bous-
sinesq and incompressible flow approximations. The governing
equations are

~Ut þ ~U � r~U � f~U � k̂ ¼ � 1
q0
rp� q

q0
gk̂; ð1Þ

qt þ ~U � rq ¼ 0; ð2Þ
r � ~U ¼ 0: ð3Þ

Here q is the density, q0 the reference density, p the pressure and
~U ¼ ðu; v;wÞ is the velocity field with components in the ðx; y; zÞ
directions, where z is the vertical coordinate, the horizontal x-coor-
dinate is directed across the topography and y is along the topogra-
phy. r is the 3-dimensional vector gradient operator, however all
fields are independent of y. The subscript t denotes differentiation
with respect to time. There are two fixed parameters, namely the
gravitational acceleration g ¼ 9:81 ms�2 and the Coriolis parameter
f ¼ 5:2� 10�5 s�1 corresponding to a latitude of 21� N. k̂ is the unit
vector in the z-direction. These simulations do not use explicit vis-
cosity and diffusion terms. The model uses flux limiting which acts
to control the overturns that occur in the simulations. In the ocean
strong mixing can be expected over the sill and this will of course
have an influence on the internal waves which are generated. A
proper account of this is an important problem for the future. At
the resolutions used here numerical dispersion and dissipation is
negligible for the radiating internal tide and solitary waves. Numer-
ical dissipation and dispersion have not caused noticeable deviation
in predicted soliton amplitudes and wavelengths in relation to data
Warn-Varnas et al., 2007.

Fig. 1 shows the bathymetry in the Luzon Strait-SCC region. The
topography through Luzon Strait used in the simulations was ob-
tained from the Digital Bathymetric Data Base with a 5 min resolu-
tion (DBDB5) along track 1 in Fig. 1. In Luzon Strait there are two
large double-humped sills which are believed to be the primary
internal wave generation sites. Away from the sills we have set
the ocean floor to a depth of 3665 m. The largest peaks of the
two sills rise to depths of about 1850 and 650 m (see Fig. 4(b)).
The smaller, western-most sill will be referred to as the first sill.
Once the solitary waves are generated, they are not affected by
deep topography variations. They are ultimately strongly affected
by the shoaling topography on the western side of the SCC, how-
ever we have not simulated this process in this study. Before the
equations are solved, they are transformed to a terrain following
coordinate system which leads to higher vertical resolution over
the sills in Luzon Strait. For most simulations the numerical grid
consists of 14,400 grid points in the horizontal and 100 grid points
in the vertical. The grid is stretched in the horizontal with a 70 m
resolution in a 900 km long central domain lying between
x ¼ �650 and 250 km. The horizontal resolution smoothly in-
creases to 1000 m beyond this central region of interest. In the ver-
tical sigma coordinates are used. The vertical resolution varies
from 6 m over the taller sill to 36.65 m away from the sills. The
time step of the simulations is subject to a CFL condition and varies
throughout the simulation. It ranges from 1 to 5 s. For some simu-
lations the resolution was doubled (see Section 3.6).

2.2. Tidal variability and model forcing

At latitude 20.79 N and longitude 120.94 E, the location of a pre-
vious experimental mooring site (Table 1 and Fig. 1), the Oregon
State University (OSU) data base yields the barotropic tidal compo-
nents shown in Fig. 2 for Julian days 110–150 of 2001. A diurnal
and semidiurnal component is evident with a superposed fort-
nightly-modulated envelope which exhibits a maximum and a
minimum every 15 days. The east–west velocity u is larger that
the north–south velocity v.

The corresponding barotropic velocities, as extracted from the
Naval Coastal Ocean Model (NCOM) that contains tidal forcing,
are also shown in Fig. 2. The components show a structure similar
to the OSU data base components. The magnitude of the NCOM
components are, however, larger by up to a factor of 2.1.

The variability of the barotropic tide in the Luzon Strait region is
shown in Fig. 3. Here the along-track horizontal barotropic cur-
rents extracted from the OSU data base are shown at the experi-
mental mooring site and at four locations (‘moorings’ 1–4) along
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the track through Luzon Strait. The latitudes and longitudes of all
moorings are listed in Table 1. A fortnightly amplitude modulation
and the diurnal and semidiurnal components are visible at all the
mooring sites, and the maximums and minimums of the u velocity
are in phase, indicating tidal coherence along the track. The magni-
tude of the u velocity component decreases with depth as a result
of volume flux conservation.

In the numerical simulations the u-component of tidal velocity
at the left boundary ðx ¼ xLÞ has the form

uðxL; z; tÞ ¼ AK1 sinðxK1t þ /K1Þ þ AM2 sinðxM2t þ /M2Þ þ AO1

� sinðxO1t þ /O1Þ: ð4Þ

Here A, x and / are the amplitude, frequency and phase of the K1,
M2 and O1 tidal components, as indicated by the subscript. Table 2
lists the tidal forcing amplitudes and phases that are used in the
simulations, these values being based on the OSU data base and
NCOM values adjusted to the 3665 m depth at the left boundary.
T1 represents tidal components extracted from OSU data base at
mooring site 1, T2 is 2.1 times T1 and reflects the magnitudes pre-
dicted by NCOM at mooring site 1. NCOMs representation of local
features with higher regional horizontal resolution yields a higher
value for the local tide. T3 is 4.7 times T1, and represents a strong
tidal forcing magnitude.

2.3. Model initialization

Density profiles to the right (east) and left (west) of Luzon
Strait were extracted from the NCOM predictions for April 15,

2001 (Fig. 4(a)). In the model domain the density was interpo-
lated, somewhat arbitrarily, between these two profiles over Lu-
zon Strait yielding the 2D density shown in Fig. 4(b), where the
deeper extent of the stratification on the east side is evident. The
transition between the two density profiles occurs over the taller
sill.

The initial x-component of the velocity field at the left boundary
is given by (4) at t ¼ 0 from which the vertically uniform initial
field throughout the domain is obtained using conservation of vol-
ume flux Q. The incompressibility condition then gives the initial
vertical velocity field w ¼ Qzd0ðxÞ=d2ðxÞ where dðxÞ is the water
depth and the prime denotes differentiation. The initial y compo-
nent of the velocity field is obtained by assuming that v and u
are related by vt þ fu ¼ 0 (i.e., the initial v is what it would be if
the ocean was of constant depth). This gives

vðx; z;0Þ ¼ f
dðxLÞ
dðxÞ

AK1

xK1
cos /K1 þ

AM2

xM2
cos /M2 þ

AO1

xO1
cos /O1

� �
:

ð5Þ

3. Dynamics

A total of seven cases were run, details of which are provided in
Table 3. The first five were initialized with the horizontally variable
density depicted in Fig. 4, which we denote by stratification qa. For
comparison two runs were done using horizontally homogeneous
stratifications, one using the stratification to the west of the ridge
(case 6) and one using the stratification to the east of the ridge
(case 7). The first three cases use the three tidal forcings given in
Table 2. Two runs include a background geostrophic flow Ugðx; zÞ
across the ridge, one to the east (case 4) and one to the west (case
5). This is motivated by the occasional excursions of the Kuroshio
current through the strait. The geostrophic current Ug is balanced
by the addition of a y-independent pressure gradient in the
momentum equation for v.

We begin by discussing the first case in detail and then consider
how the generation and propagation of the internal solitary wave
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Fig. 1. Luzon Strait and South China Sea region. Track 1 is the section along which 2-dimensional modeling is performed. Black triangles indicate mooring locations. Latitudes
and longitudes of moorings introduced into model domain (1 through 4) indicated by black triangles are listed in Table 1. White triangle indicates ASIAEX S7 mooring.

Table 1
Mooring locations in Luzon Strait-SCC region.

Mooring Location Depth (m)

1 20.79 N, 120.94 E 1408
2 20.20 N, 121.20 E 3554
3 19.93 N, 121.70 E 913
4 19.80 N, 122.03 E 1228

A. Warn-Varnas et al. / Ocean Modelling 31 (2010) 9–27 11



trains is affected by the amplitude of the barotropic tidal constitu-
ents, by a background geostrophic current, and by the density struc-
ture. We then discuss the energetics of the solitary wave trains.

3.1. Case 1: the base case

We begin with case 1. Fig. 5 shows the prescribed tidal velocity
at the left boundary over a time span of 96 h. The time series uses
the tidal components for configuration T2 listed in Table 2. The
density field at six different times is shown in Fig. 6. After 13 h, just
past peak westward flow, overturning depressions are visible over
the lee of the two peaks of the second sill at about �20 and 40 km
(Fig. 6(a)). To the left of these, at about x ¼ �40 km, a broader,
shallower leftward propagating depression can be seen. This was
generated when the depressions first form. As the direction of tidal
flow reverses, the large depressions are advected rightward over
the sill crests. At t ¼ 19 h, at peak rightward flow, large depressions
have formed at 10 and 60 km accompanied by stronger overturn-
ing (Fig. 6(b)). The depression at 60 km moves off to the right
and ultimately evolves into a solitary wave train. Over the first sill
there is a long depression between about x ¼ �130 and �30 km

(Fig. 6(b)). At the second sill there is a large overturning wave near
x ¼ 0 km.

As the tidal flow reverses again and proceeds to the left, a flat
bottom depression of the isopycnals forms. By t ¼ 24 h it is centred
near �150 km (Fig. 6(c)). As the depression propagates away from
the sill, the leading side steepens because of nonlinear effects. Then
dispersion sets in and disintegration into solitary-like waves oc-
curs. At 32 h (Fig. 6(d)) the leading edge, at about �300 km, has
disintegrated into solitary waves, and another depression is form-
ing at about �100 km from which, by 38 h (Fig. 6(e)), a second sol-
itary wave train has formed. There is a single solitary wave train on
the right side at this time. By 66 h (Fig. 6(f)) more solitary wave
trains have evolved, with four wave trains to the left of the sills
and three to the right. The wave-train at around �500 km, previ-
ously located at �200 km (Fig. 6(e)), has evolved into a six solitary
wave-train with large amplitude solitary waves in front. The train
at �300 km has smaller amplitude solitary waves, while the wave-
train that is forming at about �200 km evolves into a large ampli-
tude wave-train. This indicates that large amplitude wave-trains
are spaced between smaller amplitude wave-trains. There are few-
er wave-trains in the wave trains to the right of the sills and these
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Fig. 2. u and v tidal velocities, along track in Fig. 1, at mooring location 1 in Table 1 for Julian days 110 through 150. From top to bottom the plots are labeled a, b, c, and d.
NCOM data is obtained by vertically averaging the baroclinic NCOM predictions.
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tend to consist of one large solitary wave. The first, second and
fourth ISW trains were generated by the peak westward tidal cur-
rents over the tallest sill (e.g., at t ¼ 12;36;60 h, etc.) while the
smaller wave trains appear to be generated by flow over the smal-
ler, leftward sill. This was verified by a simulation with the smaller,
westward sill removed. This simulation also showed that the pres-
ence of the smaller sill enhances the amplitudes of the large soli-
tary wave trains, in contradiction to the finding of Chao et al.
(2007) who found that the westward sill acted to decrease the
amplitude of the internal tide. The discrepency could be due to dif-
ferences in the stratifications used and details of the topography.
At t ¼ 66 h the leftmost wave-train is just reaching the region
where the grid stretching begins ðx ¼ �600 kmÞ.

An alternative view of the early stages of the wave generation
process is presented in Fig. 7. Here the rh ¼ 26:74 isopycnal is
shown at 6 h intervals between t ¼ 12 and 36 h on the west side
of the large sill. This isopycnal has a rest depth of about 500 m
on the west side of the strait. For reference, the location of the sills
is indicated with a dashed line. At t ¼ 12 h, shortly before peak
westward tidal flow, there are depressions in the lee of each sill

(x ¼ �140 and � 40 kmÞ. Some of the energy in these depressions
propagates to the left. At t ¼ 18 h the depressions are at
x ¼ �220 and � 100 km. At this time the tidal flow is close to its
maximum eastward strength. This has resulted in the raising of
the isopycnals above the smaller sill at about x ¼ �130 km. Energy
is added to the leftward propagating depression by the eastward
tidal currents flowing down the lee (right side) of the sill and sub-
sequently the depression passes over the small sill and by t ¼ 24 h
ISWs are starting to emerge. This depression has now escaped the
influence of the topography and the ISW train emerges in the well
understood manner. A run done with the smaller sill removed re-
sulted in a leading ISW train of approximately half the amplitude.
In addition, the weak depression and elevation seen at x ¼
�400 and � 320 km at t ¼ 36 h were absent. These were formed
by the first periods of strong westward and eastward flow over
the smaller sill respectively. The early stage of the first large ISW
train can be seen at x ¼ �120 km at t ¼ 36 h. Its generation is
somewhat obscure. It forms at the back of a large elevation formed
over the larger sill during the first period of strong eastward tidal
flow. This large narrow elevation can be seen at about x ¼
�10 km at t ¼ 18 h. By t ¼ 24 h the leftward part of the elevation
is very broad, lying between x ¼ �120 and � 30 km. In the simu-
lation without the smaller sill this wave train was very similar dur-
ing the late stages of its development. A simulation was done in
which the water depth was held constant from the top of the tall
sill at x ¼ 0 until about x ¼ 200 km after which the water depth
gradually increased to the initial far field depth. The first three left-
ward propagating ISW packets were not significantly different
indicating that the formation of a depression in the lee of the large
sill during eastward flow plays little role in the formation of these
wave trains.

3.2. Effects of tidal current strength

The strength of the barotropic tidal currents has a significant
impact on the amplitude of the internal waves generated by tide-
topography interaction. Indeed, linear theory predicts the internal
wave amplitudes are proportional to the tidal amplitude and hence
that nonlinear processes are proportional to the square of the tidal
forcing. In case 2 the barotropic tidal currents are approximately
half of those in case 1. A snapshot of the isopycnals at 66 h is
shown in Fig. 8(a). For ease of reference, the corresponding density
fields from case 1, shown in Fig. 6(e), are repeated in Fig. 8(b). The
solitary wave trains to the right side of Luzon Strait are no longer
present. On the left of Luzon Strait, a solitary wave train near
x ¼ �500 km with two solitary waves has formed. Correspond-
ingly, an increase in tidal forcing, as in case 3, results in larger
amplitude waves. The increased tidal magnitude of case 3 results
in higher velocities over the sills. At the second taller sill, breaking
lee waves occur at 13 h (Fig. 9(a)) and Kelvin–Helmholtz type of
instabilities can develop (Fig. 9(b)).

3.3. Background currents seen by ISWs

The properties of ISWs depends on the environment through
which they propagate. They depend not only on the stratification
but also on background sheared currents. In our simulations, and
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Fig. 5. u component of the tidal velocity at the left boundary.

Table 2
Amplitude and phase of constituents of tidal forcing at left boundary in model runs.

Tidal forcing uM2 ðms�1Þ uK1 ðms�1Þ uO1 ðms�1Þ /M2 ðms�1Þ /K1 ðms�1Þ /O1 ðms�1Þ

T1 .0439 .0485 .03330 �1.49 �3.47 +1.46
T2 .09219 .10185 .07017 �1.49 �3.47 +1.46
T3 .20633 .228 .15651 �1.49 �3.47 +1.46

Table 3
Stratification, tidal forcing and background geostrophic current for the seven cases.
Here qa is an interpolation of qw and qe , qw is the density on the west side qe and is
the density on the east side; T1 through T3 are tidal configurations, listed in Table 2;
Ug is the prescribed background geostrophic velocity at the left boundary (depth
3665 m).

Case q Tidal forcing Ug ðm s�1Þ

1 qa T2 0
2 qa T1 0
3 qa T3 0
4 qa T2 +.1
5 qa T2 �.1
6 qw T2 0
7 qe T2 0
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indeed, in the ocean, the ISWs are not isolated features. They are
imbedded in the internal tides generated by the various constitu-
ents of the barotropic tide, of which each ISW sees a different part.

In addition, rotation causes the ISWs to radiate waves behind them
which may effect those which follow Helfrich, 2007. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 10 which shows the surface velocity at a sequence

Fig. 6. Simulated density field for case 1: (a) t ¼ 13 h, (b) t ¼ 19 h, (c) t ¼ 24 h, (d) t ¼ 32 h, (e) t ¼ 38 h and (f) t ¼ 66 h. Arrows, on top left, indicate direction of tidal flow.
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of times from a simulation of the evolution of a single ISW. For this
simulation a flat bottom domain was used and the model was ini-
tialized with a single exact solitary wave ignoring the presence of
rotation Lamb, 2002. The simulation was then done in a moving
reference frame to minimize the extent of the horizontal domain.
Both the presence of the internal tide and rotational effects result
in each wave train and, indeed, each individual ISW, experiencing
different background conditions. Hence we now briefly explore the
background surface currents ahead of the first few ISWs in the first
large leftward propagating wave train.

Fig. 11 shows the horizontal velocity at different depths plotted
as a function of x for the second leftward-propagating solitary
wave train in case 1 at t ¼ 60 and 68 h. At 60 h the first ISW is lo-

cated at about x ¼ �408 km. By 68 hr it has propagated to
x ¼ �505 km. The depths in Fig. 11 range from 50 to 350 m. The
wave induced current amplitudes decrease with depth. Fig. 12
shows vertical profiles of the wave-induced currents (barotropic
currents removed) at locations ahead of the wave train and be-
tween the first and second and third solitary waves. These illus-
trate that the solitary waves making up the wave packet each
experience different background currents which, furthermore, vary
in time. In particular at 60 and 68 h these waves experience cur-
rents with strong near surface vorticity of the opposite sign to
the solitary wave induced vorticity. These currents oppose the mo-
tion of solitary waves in the train and influence the resultant loca-
tion and structure of solitary waves within the train.

3.4. Effects of a geostrophic background current

The Kuroshio normally flows northward along the east side of
Luzon Strait with a bend towards the west. Its magnitude is around
1 m s�1. In some years it intrudes to the west side of Luzon Strait in
the form of a loop and exits again back to the east side. In either
case there can be a component of the Kuroshio along the east–west
propagation direction through the strait. To investigate the possi-
ble effects of such a current two model runs were done by intro-
ducing geostrophic background currents with strengths
�0:1 ms�1 at the left boundary where the water depth is 3665 m
(cases 4 and 5). Over the sills they are significantly stronger, having
magnitudes of about 0.2 and 0.56 ms�1 over the crests of the west-
ward and eastward sills. Case 4 uses an eastward geostrophic cur-
rent. Fig. 13 shows the predicted density field for this case over the
sills at t ¼ 13 h, the time of maximum westward tidal flow, and
over a longer region at t ¼ 38 h. At 13 h the isopycnals have less
visible depressions at the taller sill than in the corresponding figure
from case 1 (Fig. 6(a)). As expected, an eastward current opposes
the generation of internal waves during periods of westward tidal
flow. At t ¼ 13 h the effect of the background current is to reduce
flow over the sills by a factor of two. The surface isopycnals show
a square type of wave structure at about �30 km in presence of an
eastwards current, with a bimodal structure in the vertical. The
square wave forms during the period of westward tidal flow in
the presence of an eastward current. At about 40 km another bimo-
dal structure is evident. In the absence of a background current the
bimodal structure is less complex (see Fig. 6(a)). At 38 h there is an
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Fig. 8. Density field at 66 h: (a) case 2 (weak tidal currents) and (b) case 1 (intermediate strength tidal currents).
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ISW train at about �300 km (Fig. 13(b)). This wave train is signif-
icantly larger than in case one (see Fig. 6(e)). This is somewhat sur-
prising as this ISW train evolves from the depression which is at
x ¼ �50 km at t ¼ 13 h. This depression, which is on the lee of
the tall sill, is smaller in case 4. The larger ISW train appears be-
cause of an interesting interaction between the wave generation
process at the two sills. The westward propagating depression ar-
rives at the smaller sill when the barotropic current has reversed
direction, at which point its amplitude is increased. The presence
of the eastward background current enhances this process. On
the east side of Luzon Strait the ISW train at 300 km is similar to
that in case 1.

In case of a westward current, case 5, the flow over the sills at
t ¼ 13 h is enhanced by the background current (Fig. 14). Conse-
quently the depression in the lee of the taller sill is larger and is
subject to intense breaking. To the left of the depressions at the tal-
ler sill, structures reminiscent of square waves are evolving. At
38 h, there are more solitary waves in the eastward propagating
wave train than in the case of no background current. This is due
to the much larger depression formed in the lee of the tall sill dur-
ing westward tidal flow.The westward propagating ISW train at
x ¼ �200 km is smaller: a westward background current has the
opposite effect to an eastward one.

3.5. Dependence on initial density field

The final two cases use initial density fields which are horizon-
tally uniform, using either the density fit on the west side of the
strait (qw, case 6) or on the east side (qe, case 7). For both of these
cases the base tidal forcing T2 is used and there are no background
currents.

The predicted density field at 66 h using qw is shown in
Fig. 15(a). The solitary wave train distributions to the left of the sills
are similar to those of case 1 shown in Fig. 6(f). To the right of the
sills the solitary waves have not propagated as far from the sill,
indicative of smaller phase velocities. Amplitudes of the solitary
waves, on the right side, tend to be smaller that those in Fig. 6(f).

The predicted density field at 66 h using qe is shown in
Fig. 15(b). To the right of the sills the density distribution is similar
to case 1. To the left the density distributions differ. In Fig. 15(b)
the solitary wave trains have propagated further to the west, indic-
ative of a larger phase speed, and the second train from the left has
a different structure in the two cases (compare Figs. 15(b) and
6(f)). In case 7 the second solitary wave train has fewer distinct sol-
itary waves and the first two solitary waves in the wave train have
larger amplitudes than those in the corresponding waves train
from case 1.

Fig. 9. Density field for case 3 (strong tidal forcing): (a) t ¼ 13 h and (b) zoom in on Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities over the taller crest of the second sill at t ¼ 14 h.
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We attribute the changes in the ISWs generated in these two
cases to the fact that density qw has weaker stratification than qe

at the depth of the largest sill (600 m).

3.6. Wave energetics

To explore the energetics all the cases except case 5 were rerun
at double the resolution, using a resolution of 35 m in the central
domain and 200 grid points in the vertical. Fig. 16 shows the ver-
tically integrated energy density E for five of the seven cases at
t ¼ 55 h. Here

E ¼
Z 0

�H
Ek þ Eað Þdz; ð6Þ

where Ek is the baroclinic kinetic energy density and Ea is the avail-
able potential energy density Lamb, 2007. For the available poten-
tial energy calculation we use the initial density field on each side
of the sill as the reference density, which is appropriate for calculat-
ing the available potential energy in an infinite domain Lamb, 2008.
The energy is calculated in the regions x < �180 km and
x > 150 km. We do not calculate the energy over the sill where
the initial density varies horizontally, a reference density is hard
to define, and where the sill topography complicates matters. From
Fig. 16 it is clear that the internal solitary waves contain most of the
energy in the internal wave field. By integrating horizontally across
a wave feature we can determine its total energy. Values for se-
lected waves are provided in Table 4. For case 1 the leading wave
at x ¼ �350 km has an energy of 3.7 GJm�1 (i.e., GJ per m along
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Fig. 13. Effects of a steady eastward background current (case 4) on the density field: (a) t ¼ 13 h and (b) t ¼ 38 h. Arrows on left side of figures indicate direction of tidal
flow. Arrows on right side of figures show direction of background current.

Fig. 14. Effects of a steady westward background current (case 5) on the density field: (a) t ¼ 13 h and (b) t ¼ 38 h.

Fig. 15. Density fields for cases with horizontally uniform initial density field: (a) case 6 (west density fit) at t ¼ 66 h and (b) case 7 (east density fit) at t ¼ 66 h.
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the wave crest in the y-direction) while for case 2 it is 1.8 GHm�1.
For comparison Klymak et al. (2006) reported on a wave in the
South China Sea with an energy of 1.8 GJm�1. Comparing case 6,
which uses stratification qw, with case 1 there is little difference
in the energy of the first two solitary waves however the packet
as a whole contains less. The first two solitary waves in case 7,
which uses the eastward stratification, contain much more energy,
although the full packet, which has one less ISW at this time, con-
tains only slightly more energy.

Fig. 17 shows the baroclinic energy fluxes at x ¼ �200 km as a
function of time for case 1. Shown are the linear energy fluxes

Wðx; tÞ ¼
Z 0

�H
u0p0 dz; ð7Þ

where u0 and p0 are the baroclinic horizontal velocity and pressure
perturbations (the difference between the pressure and the
background pressure minus the surface pressure perturbation),
the kinetic energy flux

KEf ðx; tÞ ¼
Z 0

�H
u0Ek dz; ð8Þ

and available potential energy flux

APEf ðx; tÞ ¼
Z 0

�H
u0Ea dz: ð9Þ

The sum of the kinetic and available potential energy fluxes in
the solitary waves is comparable to the linear energy flux, while
in the leading wave in the second wave packet (at t ¼ 67 h) the
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Fig. 16. Vertically integrated energy densities (kinetic plus available potential energy) at t ¼ 55 h. Values calculated in regions x < �180 km and x > 150 km (indicated by
vertical dashed lines): (a) case 1, (b) case 2, (c) case 3, (d) case 4 and (e) case 7.

Table 4
Baroclinic energy (kinetic plus available potential) in internal solitary waves at
t ¼ 55 h. E1 is energy in the leading westward solitary wave in the first large
amplitude wave packet. x1 is its location. E2 and x2 are values for the second wave.
Epacket gives the energy in the wave packet, with the number of waves included in
brackets.

Case E1 ðGJ=mÞ x1 ðkmÞ E2 ðGJ=mÞ x2 ðkmÞ Epacket ðGJ=mÞ

Energetics
1 3.7 �350 2.5 �330 12.2 (5)
2 1.8 �330 1.0 �310 3.2 (3)
3 9.0 �375 5.1 �340 27.0 (6)
4 2.9 �310 2.0 �290 11.0 (6)
6 3.4 �350 2.5 �330 9.7 (5)
7 7.3 �390 3.4 �65 13.0 (4)
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kinetic energy flux actually exceeds the linear energy flux. The
fluxes are generally negative because the waves are propagating
in the negative x-direction. A vertical expansion of the fluxes is
shown in Fig. 18. Between the solitary wave packets the linear en-
ergy flux makes the dominant contribution to the total energy flux.
The linear energy flux is always negative; however, the kinetic and
available potential energy fluxes, for a leftward propagating wave
(as here), are negative below the wave troughs and positive below
the wave crests.

An important problem is that of the conversion rate of barotropic
to baroclinic energy by tide-topography interaction Niwa and Hibi-
ya, 2001, 2004, 2006, 2007. The time-averaged baroclinic westward
energy fluxes hWi, hKEf i, hAPEf i and their sum hEf i at x ¼ �200 km
are shown in Fig. 19. Here the average of F is defined as

hFðx; tÞi ¼ 1
2sM2

Z t

t�2sM2

Fðx; t0Þdt0: ð10Þ

The averaging period is close to one period of the K1 and O1 tidal
constituents. Values of the eastward and westward average total
energy fluxes hEf i at x ¼ �200 km, along with net energy flux (east-
ward plus westward), at t ¼ 60 h are given in Table 5. The contri-

bution to the total provided by the linear energy flux is also
given. This value is high, ranging between 94% and 96% on the east-
ward side of the sill. On the westward side there is considerable
variation. In all cases the linear energy flux dominates the tidally
averaged values, contributing 96%, 80% and 72% of the total energy
flux for cases 2, 1 and 3 (weak, medium and strong forcing), a
reflection of its dominance outside of the large solitary waves.
The eastward energy flux is always higher than the westward en-
ergy flux, with the largest difference (55%) occurring in case 2,
the weakly forced case. For case 7, which is identical to case 1 ex-
cept that the eastward stratification is used on both sides of the
sills, both the eastward and westward fluxes are larger than for
case 1. The eastward flux is 12% larger than the westward flux
compared to 23% higher in case 1. For case 6, which uses the west-
ward stratification, the eastward and westward energy fluxes are
smaller than in case 1.

Because our numerical model uses a rigid lid there are no baro-
tropic waves present. To estimate the barotropic to baroclinic con-
version rate in our simulations we use the barotropic energy flux
that would be present in barotropic waves with the same horizon-
tal velocity amplitude as our prescribed tidal forcing. We have not
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Fig. 17. Energy fluxes at x ¼ �200 km for case 1: (a) linear energy flux, (b) kinetic energy flux and (c) available potential energy flux.
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estimated the amount of energy dissipated over the sill due to the
nature of the simulations we have done, which are 2-dimensional
inviscid simulations that cannot accurately simulate energy dissi-
pation in breaking waves over the sill.

Consider a barotropic wave with horizontal current

U ¼ a sinðkx�xtÞ: ð11Þ

From the continuity equation we have

gt þ HUx ¼ 0; ð12Þ

from which we find the free surface displacement is

g ¼ a
Hk
x

sinðkx�xtÞ: ð13Þ

The hydrostatic pressure perturbation associated with the baro-
tropic wave is pb ¼ q0gg, and its contribution to the (vertically
integrated) barotropic energy flux is

Z 0

�H
Upb dz ¼ q0ga2H2 k

x
sin2ðkx�xtÞ: ð14Þ

Averaging over a tidal period gives the tidally averaged baro-
tropic energy flux

Efb ¼
1
2
q0ga2H2 k

x
: ð15Þ

Given the wave frequency x and Coriolis parameter f the
wave number k is obtained from the dispersion relation
x2 ¼ f 2 þ gHk2. Treating each tidal constituent independently,
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Fig. 19. Time averaged energy fluxes at x ¼ �200 km. Values at time t are fluxes averaged over time interval ðt � sav; tÞ where the averaging time sav is two M2 tidal periods:
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Table 5
Averaged baroclinic energy fluxes at x ¼ �200 km. Numbers in brackets are percent-
age contributed by the linear energy flux. Final column gives total baroclinic energy
flux as a percentage of the barotropic energy flux (see text).

Case Westward
(kW/m)

Eastward
(kW/m)

Total
(kW/m)

Total
(% barotropic)

Average energy fluxes
1 165(80) 204(96) 369 5.8
2 47(96) 73(95) 120 8.3
3 495(72) 643(96) 1138 3.6
4 160(88) 181(94) 341 5.4
6 141(82) 177(98) 318 5.0
7 200(93) 224(95) 424 6.7
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for case 1 we obtain barotropic energy fluxes of 2800, 2370, and
1110 kWm�1 for the M2, K1 and O1 constituents for a total of
6280 kWm�1. The conversion rates for five cases are given in Ta-
ble 5. In particular, for cases 2, 1 and 3 (weak, intermediate and
strong forcing) the conversion rate is 8.3%, 5.8% and 3.6% respec-
tively. These values need to be taken with caution as they are
from idealized inviscid 2-dimensional simulations. Mixing and
energy dissipation over the sill in the ocean is likely quite differ-
ent. Jan et al. (2008) conducted 3-dimensional numerical simula-
tions of the internal wave generation process in Luzon Strait
using the hydrostatic Princeton Ocean Model. Their simulations
used a horizontal resolution of about 10 km, 300 time coarser
than ours. They estimated that about 25% of the barotropic en-
ergy is transfered to baroclinic waves of which a bit more than
half is radiated away by internal waves. These latter values are
about 50% higher than ours for the weakly forced case.

4. Dispersion

To illustrate the temporal evolution of the westward propagat-
ing wave trains, the evolution of the rh ¼ 24:5 kgm�3 isopycnal to
the left of the large sill is illustrated for case 1 in Fig. 20(a), for
times between 50 and 74 h at 2 h intervals. At 50 h there are two
solitary wave trains with wave fronts at x ¼ �450 and � 280 km.
At 60 h the second train has propagated to �400 km. At this time
a third, small amplitude wave train is starting to form at
�280 km and a fourth, large amplitude wave train is forming at
�110 km. By 66 h the third wave train is at �320 km and exhibits
two distinguishable solitons of small amplitudes followed by a
packet of small amplitude short waves with wavelengths of about

4 km. The fourth wave train is now at �175 km. By 74 h there is a
small wave train at �700 km, followed by a large solitary wave
train at �575 km, a small solitary wave train at �390 km and a
large wave train at �280 km. The second wave train is overtaking
the leading wave train. At t ¼ 74 h the leading wave of the second
train has almost caught up with the fourth wave in the leading
wave train. By t ¼ 83 h it has caught up with the third wave (not
shown). The large solitary wave trains are generated about 24 h
apart, with the small solitary wave train appearing about 12 h after
the large one, consistent with observations Ramp et al., 2004.

A striking feature of the second solitary wave train (the first
large amplitude wave train) is that apart from the leading two
waves, the amplitudes of the individual waves vary considerably
as the wave train evolves (Fig. 20(b)). At t ¼ 50 h the first four
waves are rank ordered, with the largest wave in front. The fifth
wave has an amplitude between those of the third and fourth
waves, breaking the rank ordering. Two hours later the fifth wave
is significantly larger than the fourth. The fourth wave decays rap-
idly after which the fifth wave also decays. The sixth wave, which
was very tiny at t ¼ 50 h, grows and becomes larger than the
fourth and fifth waves by t ¼ 64 h. As time progresses from 50 to
74 h the distance between the solitary waves increases. In contrast
the amplitude of the first solitary wave in the wave train remains
approximately constant in time while the second one decreases
somewhat in amplitude. The third and fourth solitary waves show
an appreciable decrease in amplitude in relation to the first and
second solitary waves. The tendency for the train is to retain the
first and second solitary waves as they propagate while the follow-
ing waves decay. Hence the wave train appears to be evolving to-
wards a two-solitary wave train.
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Fig. 20. The rh ¼ 24:5 khm�3 isopycnal at different times for case 1. From bottom to top time increases by 2 h. Bottom is at 50 h. Vertical scale is offset by 250 m: (a) wave
field to the left of the tall sill. Isopycnals shown at 2 h intervals between 50 and 75 h and (b) a zoom of the second solitary wave train at t ¼ 50;60;65 and 74 h.
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The half width (L) of the ISWs is defined as half the width of the
trough at half amplitude. The full widths ð2LÞ and amplitudes of
the first three solitary waves in the second train are plotted in
Fig. 21(a) at various times. At 50 h, the full widths range from
about 1.26 km, for the first solitary wave, to 1.29 km, for the third
solitary wave. The corresponding amplitudes vary from 235 to
155 m. At 74 h, the full widths range from 1.37 km, for the first sol-
itary wave, to 2.65 km, for the third one with the corresponding
amplitudes decreasing from 230 to 75 m. The first ISW retains its
large amplitude, of around 230 m, while the third wave’s ampli-
tude decreases from 155 to 75 m.

Case 1 was initialized with the horizontally varying density field
shown in Fig. 5b. Cases 6 and 7 were initialized using the west and
east side profiles respectively. The full width and amplitude disper-
sion diagram for these three cases are shown in Fig. 21(b) at 66 h.
The amplitude of the first ISW remains large among the three
cases. The dispersion curves for cases 1 and 6, which have the same
stratification to the west of the sill, are similar. The dispersion
curve for case 7 is very different, the waves being roughly three
times wider and about 30–50% larger.

The phase speeds of the westward propagating solitary waves
in the first large amplitude solitary wave train in cases 1 and 7
are given in Table 6. We tracked the trough of the first three soli-
tary waves at 50, 60, 65, and 74 h versus range and least-square fit-
ted a straight line. The slope of the fitted line yielded the phase
speeds listed in Table 6. The phase speeds for the first, second,
and third solitary waves varied from 3.44 to 2.95 ms�1 in case 1
and were slightly larger, ranging from 3.8 to 3.2 ms�1, in case 7.
This is due in part to the larger amplitudes.

For comparison, plots showing the properties of exact nonlinear
internal solitary waves, for which rotational effects are ignored, are
shown in Fig. 22 Lamb, 2002. These show that for a given wave
amplitude, in the absence of rotational effects, waves in the east-
ward stratification have larger phase speeds, smaller maximum
wave-induced currents and are narrower. Comparisons of the half
width of the 24.5 isopycnal and the isopycnal undergoing maxi-
mum vertical displacement indicate some variation in half widths
with depth. The exact internal wave full widths ð2LÞ for the wes-
tern stratification are close to those for case 1 shown in Fig. 21(b).

Comparisons of weakly nonlinear KdV with extended KdV, Miy-
ata, Benjamin-Ono, Choi and other models exist in the literature
Brandt et al., 1997, 1999, 2005. The comparisons encompass mod-
els and data. What emerges is that as the degree of nonlinearity is

increased, there is less decrease of wavelength as a function of
amplitude. Fully nonlinear models Choi and Camasa, 1999 exhibit
less decrease in wavelength versus amplitude relative to KdV or
extended KdV. KdV and extended KdV models exhibit a decrease
in wavelength as a function of amplitude that is larger than shown
by nonlinear models Brandt et al., 1997. The difference in decrease
of wavelength as a function of amplitude between the extended
KdV and nonlinear models can be as large as 50% less for extended
KdV Brandt et al., 1997.

5. Comparisons with measurements and analytical solutions

At the ASIAEX site large amplitude solitary waves were ob-
served. Duda et al. (2004) analyzed thermistor chain data at moor-
ing S7 (see Fig. 1), located in a depth of 350 m. They fitted the data
to a KdV solitary wave which has the form

gðx; tÞ ¼ asech2½ðx� ctÞ=L�; ð16Þ

where a is the amplitude, L the half width (slightly different from
the definition of the half width used above) and c the propagation
speed.

We calculated the half widths from the data assuming a phase
speed of 1.5 ms�1 Duda et al., 2004. We analyzed the model pre-
dictions at 74 h that approximately corresponds to the arrival of
a large amplitude solitary wave train at the ASIEAX experimental
site. Such a train represent possible solitary waves before shoaling
to the observational depth of 350 m.

The observed waves have amplitudes ranging from 100 to 155 m
and full widths from about 800 to 700 m. These are compared with
the modelled waves, for cases 1 and 7, in a water depth of 3665 m in
Fig. 23, where the full widths (2 L) are plotted. Klymak et al. (2006)
observed solitary waves with an amplitude of 170 m and a half
width of 3 km in the deep central basin of South China Sea. These
measurements are also included in Fig. 23. The dispersion diagram
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Fig. 21. Dispersion curves: wave full width (2 L) versus amplitude: (a) leading three solitary waves from case at t ¼ 50 (star), 60 (circle), 65 (plus), and 74 (triangle) h. Lines
are least squares polynomial fits and (b) comparison of leading three solitary waves for cases 1 (star), 6 (plus) and 7 (circle) at 65 h.

Table 6
Simulated phase speeds

Solitary wave Case 1 phase speed (ms�1) Case 7 phase speed (ms�1)

1 3.44 3.80
2 3.21 3.46
3 2.95 3.19
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spans deep and shallow water regimes. The shallow water regimes
contains the initial stages of shoaling that reduce the phase speeds
and half widths. The deep water measurements of Klymak et al.
(2006) are in much better agreement with the simulation using
the eastern stratification. Vlasenko et al. (2005) studied dispersion
changes with a nonlinear model as stratification is varied. He ob-
served changes in predicted wavelengths as a function of amplitude
as the stratification is changed from a sharp thermocline to a diffuse
thermocline. A thermocline with large depth variations resulted in

larger wavelengths as a function of amplitude. This is a similar
behavior to case 7 in Fig. 23 as compared with case 1.

The phase speeds at the ASIAEX site are estimated to range from
about 1.2 to 1.8 ms�1 Duda et al., 2004. Out in the deep areas of
South China Sea, larger phase speeds are observed. Analysis of
WISE data indicate phase speeds of 3.4 ms�1 and amplitudes rang-
ing from about 140 to 220 m Ramp, 2006 while the wave reported
by Klymak et al. (2006) had a phase speed of about 2.9 ms�1.

The model predictions for case 1 at a range of amplitudes from
100 to 170 m exhibit full widths that are closer to the shallow
water measurements than the deepwater measurements
(Fig. 23). The model predictions for case 7 show a dispersion curve
that for an amplitude of 170 m is close to the measured full width
of 6 km in deep water. Case 7 is initialized from the east side den-
sity, which is more strongly stratified at the depth of the sill in Lu-
zon Strait, than is the west side density.

For high and low tidal forcing, cases 1 and 2, we fitted a sech2

shape to the first soliton of the second solitary wave train at
74 h. The parameters of the fit are listed in Table 7 for cases 1
and 2.

For case 1 the sech2 fit to the 25.05 isopycnal is shown in Fig. 24.
This is an isopycnal located near the mid pycnocline. The two
curves agree very well. The deviation on the top right represents
the predicted isopycnal’s gradual return to equilibrium. In the
model simulation the waves are superimposed on an internal tide,
not on the initial density field, and are modified by rotational ef-
fects. In both cases 1 and 2, using high and low tidal forcing, the
sech2 shape of the analytical KDV solution fits the simulated waves
quite well, suggesting that the weakly-nonlinear KdV analytical
sech2 solution is a fair approximation for this particular physical
situation.
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Fig. 22. Properties of exact internal solitary waves in nonrotating fluid in the
absence of a background current. (a and b): propagation speed and maximum wave
induced current as function of wave amplitude in eastern (a) and western (b)
stratification. (c and d): wave half width ðLÞ as a function of wave amplitude in
eastern (c) and western (d) stratifications. Solid: half width of isopycnals under-
going maximum displacement. Dashed: half width of rh ¼ 24:5 isopycnal.
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Table 7
Internal wave characteristics based on the rh ¼ 25:06 isopycnal.

Case a ðmÞ 2L ðkmÞ c ðms�1Þ

1 240 1.49 3.44
2 155 1.74 3.22
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Fig. 24. Sech2 analytical KdV solution fit (green curve), to the rh ¼ 25:05 isopycnal
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legends, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Duda et al. (2004) fitted a sech2 to thermistor chain data at an
ASIAEX mooring site where the ocean depth is 350 m. The fits fol-
low the amplitudes of the data. The data, however, tends to be
wider than the fits. Some measurements indicate a flatter peak.
The start of shoaling effects can be expected at a depth of 350 m.
The disagreement between measured isotherms and fitted shapes
could be due to the beginning of shoaling effects.

A sech2 fit to the data in the central basin of South China Sea by
Klymak et al. (2006) also showed good agreement between the
weakly-nonlinear KdV solitary waves and the observed waves. Kly-
mak et al. (2006) concluded that the sech2 shape tends to be main-
tained over a distance of 60 km. In our model predictions, the first
solitary wave in the large amplitude wave trains that have evolved
to a mature stage, approximately maintain their amplitude as they
propagate while the full width increases by less than 10%.

6. Conclusion

In the Luzon Strait region the barotropic tide predominantly
consists of K1, M2, and O1 components. Studies with a nonhydro-
static model show that barotropic tidal motion over the Luzon
Strait sills result in the generation of depressions. These depres-
sions propagate away from the sill region, their leading edge steep-
ens through nonlinear effects, and disintegration into solitary
waves occurs through frequency and amplitude dispersion.

The magnitude of the tidal components affect the amplitude of
the generated depression, the evolution of solitary waves and the
subsequent structure of the solitary wave trains. A reduction in ti-
dal forcing can result in no solitary wave trains appearing, or soli-
tary wave trains with smaller amplitudes and fewer solitary waves.
Correspondingly, an increase in the tidal forcing results in more
solitary waves with larger amplitudes. Higher tidal amplitudes
can lead to Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities at the taller Luzon Strait
sill.

A tuned set of parameters yielded large amplitude solitary wave
trains about every 24 h with smaller amplitude solitary wave
trains in between, about 12 h after the large amplitude solitary
wave trains, in agreement with observations Ramp et al., 2004.
An interesting phenomena occurred as the ISW trains evolved.
The first solitary wave in the large-amplitude wave trains main-
tained its amplitude as it propagated towards the ASIAEX site.
The second solitary waves attenuated somewhat while the remain-
ing waves attenuated appreciably. The result was a train with two
solitary waves arriving at the ASIAEX site. The cause of this phe-
nomena will require further study.

The predicted amplitudes and full width dispersions were com-
pared with ASIAEX thermistor chain measurements of Duda et al.
(2004) at a mooring located in a depth of 350 m and the measure-
ments of Klymak et al. (2006) in the deep central area of the South
China Sea. The model predicted dispersion of amplitude and full
width was bounded by the measured dispersion in shallow and
deep areas of South China Sea. A model prediction with a density
profile that contained more density change at the 600 m sill loca-
tion, as provided by the stratification on the eastern side of the sill,
resulted in soliton amplitudes and full widths that were closer to
the deep water measurements of Klymak et al. (2006). The pre-
dicted deep water phase speeds, about 3.44 ms�1 for first solitary
wave, were in the range of the Klymak et al. (2006) and Ramp
(2006) observed values of 2.9 and 3.4 m s�1 respectively.

A sech2 analytical KdV solution was fitted to the first ISW in the
wave trains for large and small tidal forcing. The fit matched and
was preserved as the soliton propagated westward towards China.
The preservation of the sech2 shape was also observed by Klymak
et al. (2006) in the central South China Sea over a 60 km distance.
This suggested that the weakly nonlinear KdV analytical sech2

solution is a fair approximation for this particular physical
situation.

A steady background current through the strait, such as the
Kuroshio, affects the evolution and structure of solitary wave
trains. The magnitude of the Kuroshio current is of the order of
1 ms�1 through Luzon Strait in a north eastwards direction. In a
westwards direction there can be a steady flow of 0.1 ms�1 due
to the Kuroshio or some other current. In our simulations we found
that in the presence of an eastward current, the westward propa-
gating depression can arrive at the smaller sill at a time when
the barotropic current has reversed direction at which point its
amplitude is increased. This results in a larger ISW train.

The location of the pycnocline and the stratification strength of
the pycnocline region affects the generation, evolution and charac-
teristics of solitary wave trains. At the depth of the higher sill,
around 600 m, an increasing stratification leads to larger ampli-
tude ISWs with larger phase speeds.

An analysis of the background current structure that the solitary
waves encounter was undertaken. The variations of the u velocity
component between solitons in a train was tracked. It was found
that there is a distinct subsurface shear layer of increasing velocity
in the vertical and horizontal.

The energetics of the ISW trains was also explored. To the west
of the sills most of the wave energy is contained in the ISWs. In the
ISWs the kinetic and available potential energy fluxes are compa-
rable to the linear energy flux and in one wave the kinetic energy
flux exceeded the linear energy flux. Outside the ISWs the linear
energy flux dominates. Averaging over two semidiurnal tidal peri-
ods the linear energy flux was found to provide between 72% and
96% of the total energy flux. The energy fluxes were sensitive to
barotropic tidal magnitude, initial density and background current.
Increasing the barotropic tide, increased the internal wave fluxes
but reduced the percentage of the energy that was transferred to
radiating internal waves. For case 1, which used the intermediate
tidal currencts, the leading wave at x ¼ �330 km has an energy
of 3.7 GJ m�1. For the weakly forced case this wave had contained
1.8 GJ m�1, the same value that Klymak et al. (2006) estimated for
a wave observed in the South China Sea.

Estimates of the fraction of barotropic tidal energy transferred
to radiating internal solitary wave energy were made. Conversion
rates of 8.3%, 5.8%, and 3.6% were obtained for low, medium and
high tidal forcing. In low resolution simulations using the hydro-
static Princeton Ocean model Jan et al. (2008) obtained conversion
rates that were about 50% higher than value for the weakly forced
case (8.3%). In their simulations approximately the same amount of
energy was dissipated near the generation site. There is a need for
high resolution 3-dimensional simulations to further explore this
question.
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